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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Healthcare professionals need to be prepared to promote healthy lifestyles and 
care for patients. By focusing on what students should be able to perform one day 
as clinicians, we can bridge the gap between mere theoretical knowledge and its 
practical application. Gender aspects in clinical medicine also have to be 
considered when speaking of personalized medicine and learning curricula.

AIM 
To determine sets of intellectual, personal, social, and emotional abilities that 
comprise core qualifications in medicine for performing well in anamnesis-taking, 
in order to identify training needs.

METHODS 
An analysis of training clinicians’ conceptions with respect to optimal medical 
history taking was performed. The chosen study design also aimed to assess 
gender effects. Structured interviews with supervising clinicians were carried out 
in a descriptive study at the Medical University of Vienna. Results were analyzed 
by conducting a qualitative computer-assisted content analysis of the interviews. 
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Inductive category formation was applied. The main questions posed to the supervisors dealt with 
(1) Observed competencies of students in medical history taking; and (2) The supervisor’s own 
conceptions of "ideal medical history taking".

RESULTS 
A total of 33 training clinicians (n = 33), engaged in supervising medical students according to the 
MedUni Vienna’s curriculum standards, agreed to be enrolled in the study and met inclusion 
criteria. The qualitative content analysis revealed the following themes relevant to taking an 
anamnesis: (1) Knowledge; (2) Soft skills (relationship-building abilities, trust, and attitude); (3) 
Methodical skills (structuring, precision, and completeness of information gathering); and (4) 
Environmental/contextual factors (language barrier, time pressure, interruptions). Overall, health 
care professionals consider empathy and attitude as critical features concerning the quality of 
medical history taking. When looking at physicians’ theoretical conceptions, more general practi-
tioners and psychiatrists mentioned attitude and empathy in the context of "ideal medical history 
taking", with a higher percentage of females. With respect to observations of students’ history 
taking, a positive impact from attitude and empathy was mainly described by male health care 
professionals, whereas no predominance of specialty was found. Representatives of general 
medicine and internal medicine, when observing medical students, more often emphasized a 
negative impact on history taking when students lacked attitude or showed non-empathetic 
behavior; no gender-specific difference was detected for this finding.

CONCLUSION 
The analysis reveals that for clinicians engaged in medical student education, only a combination 
of skills, including adequate knowledge and methodical implementations, is supposed to 
guarantee acceptable performance. This study’s findings support the importance of concepts like 
relationship building, attitude, and empathy. However, there may be contextual factors in play as 
well, and transference of theoretical concepts into the clinical setting might prove challenging.

Key Words: Medical history taking; Attitude; Empathy; Training; Physicians’ view

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: The findings in this study underline the importance of paying attention to core competencies in 
medicine and medical students’ socialization and training. Enriching self-assessments with observer-
based reflections, as carried out in this investigation, seems to be a valid approach to identify training 
needs. Tolerance of ambiguity and openness to self-reflection, as demonstrated by the participants in our 
study, might be relevant in this context. Empathic relationships shape embodied empathy, result in 
embodied skills, and shift an individual’s perception.

Citation: Steinmair D, Zervos K, Wong G, Löffler-Stastka H. Importance of communication in medical practice 
and medical education: An emphasis on empathy and attitudes and their possible influences. World J Psychiatry 
2022; 12(2): 323-337
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2220-3206/full/v12/i2/323.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.5498/wjp.v12.i2.323

INTRODUCTION
Freud’s advice for physicians practicing psychoanalysis was to not concentrate on details and rather 
surrender one’s attention- the optimal mental state of an analyst: “withhold all conscious influences 
from his/her capacity to attend, and give himself/herself over completely to his/her ‘unconscious 
memory’”[1].

This attitude differs a great deal from most clinical settings nowadays, due to necessary domain-
based medical skills. The rapid medical technology developments in the last decade (e.g., digital 
innovations like remote monitoring/mobile apps, medical devices, and robotic systems/machines 
controlled by a doctor and mixed reality in education) shape all healthcare fields. Nevertheless, as 
medicine is practiced for and by human beings, human factors are predominant in all interactions. To 
infer the workings of a patient’s mind is a challenging task, and accepting uncertainty and 
incompleteness of our understanding is an unavoidable recognition[1,2]. Thus, personal and 
interpersonal competencies are relevant in meeting the needs of the health system, together with expert 

https://www.wjgnet.com/2220-3206/full/v12/i2/323.htm
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knowledge and skills[3].
Interpersonal skills are especially relevant when taking a patient’s history[4]. Guidelines for general 

medical history taking skills usually include a semi-structured interview manual that suggests a 
structured approach, in order to ensure professionalism[5,6]. In addition, communication components, 
such as relationship-building, trust, and respect, are established as markers for quality care[4]. The level 
of evidence supporting methods of developing these abilities, as well as medical professionalism, is 
limited[7,8]. Frameworks for communication-oriented curricula have been developed because the 
importance of building a relationship was found to be one of the core competencies in the physician-
patient interaction[9-13].

An essential concept with a great impact on the quality of communication and professionalism is 
empathy. Empathy has been shown to be trainable but might depend on personality[14-18]. Through 
empathy, it is possible to improve the patients’ compliance, satisfaction, clinical outcome, and decrease 
(interestingly enough) the possibility of a lawsuit[17-26]. Empathy describes a semi-voluntary, and in 
some conceptualizations, innate ability to share affective states with others, and requires a certain 
curiosity. Definitions of empathy overlap with another important concept, that of mentalization. 
Mentalizing (Theory of Mind) is the ability to interpret one’s own and others’’ mental states (i.e. 
intentions, beliefs)[27,28]. Key dimensions of empathy have been widely enumerated: emotive, 
cognitive, behavioral, and moral[29]. Such comprehension requires differentiating between one’s own 
and others’ mental states. This ability develops in repeating social interactions that result in the 
development of the Self, adequate affective regulation, and attachment patterns, and that mediate 
prosocial behavior[30,31]. Education of medical professionalism is compromised by a decline in 
empathy[32-34]. Protective factors and predictors of higher empathy include: resilience against stress, 
social support[35,36], agreeability, and conscientiousness[37].

Competency-based training in health care puts focus on applied knowledge and thus on improving 
practice[38,39]. More than 50% of patients support a participative approach with shared-decision 
making based on transparency[40,41]. In such a patient centered approach (PCA), the patient’s values, 
perspective, and circumstances are respected[19,42-44]. Collaboration and coordination of available 
services at a systems level with resource allocation continuity and improved quality of services are other 
features of PCA[40]. The effects of PCA have been widely researched: increased adherence to therapy 
among patients has been demonstrated[45], as well as reduced recovery times[25], decreased mortality
[46], improved quality of life[47], and improved general health[48]. To enable the patient to be part of 
the decision-making process, physicians must provide understandable information[49-51]. Compassion-
based interventions and a relationship built on a solid affect-cognitive level are key features[44,49].

Aim of the study
Developing core abilities in medical professionals is relevant to improving individualized medical care. 
The key questions are, (1) What are the core competencies in medical history taking; and (2) What are 
the prerequisites to ensuring a “good” anamnesis? From a theoretical point of view, we hypothesized 
that empathy might be one of the identifiable themes independent of specialty and that gender effects 
might exist.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design and setting
A qualitative descriptive study was carried out at the Medical University of Vienna (MedUni Vienna) 
between June 2015 and April 2016. Assumptions and views of instructors regarding desirable core 
competencies in medical history taking were extracted from interviews with clinicians.

Study population 
All attending physicians had been practicing physicians for more than 10 years and had been 
instructors, mentors, and/or tutors at the MedUni Vienna.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The exclusion criteria were (1) Missing written informed consent, and (2) Professional experience of 
fewer than 10 years. Health care professionals not engaged with medical student supervision and 
training were also excluded from the survey.

Sampling methods
More than 5000 health care professionals were invited to participate in the study via an internal 
communication listserv for teaching clinicians and university teachers via MedUni Vienna-list.

The instructors were chosen by Löffler-Stastka H according to the representation of medical 
specialties in Vienna/Austria in order to reflect this real-life distribution. Unfortunately, the original 
aim of equal numbers of male and female physicians interviewed could not be met due to the actual 
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gender distribution of physicians in Vienna/Austria.

Sample size
Thus, 33 attending physicians who both agreed to participate in the study and matched the required 
specialty-distribution were included.

Instruments
The interview was standardized and semi-structured, with 16 open-ended questions developed by an 
interdisciplinary team. The questions allowed free association in order to carry out qualitative content 
analysis[52]. Questions about the interviewee’s own experience in communication and medical history 
taking and their experience with and memory of their observed medical student’s performance during 
training at their department were investigated. The interviews were all carried out personally at the 
MedUni Vienna; the setting did not change considerably (interview duration: 45 min). The attending 
physicians’ interviews were all carried out by four different female interviewers (three medical students 
and one educational scientist). These interviewers were instructed and supervised by Löffler-Stastka H.

The interviews were audiotaped, transcribed, and imported into the program Atlas.ti[53]. Standard 
background questions (age/specialization of the attendant physician) were asked at the beginning of the 
interview.

Analysis of the interviews
Results were analyzed by conducting a qualitative computer-based content analysis of the interviews
[54] using the program Atlas.ti.

For more information about these methods and content analysis, please refer to the diploma thesis of 
Zervos, K[52].

Ethical issues
The study design complies with the ethical standards set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki. This study 
was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Vienna (EK-Nr. 
1381/2015).

As the questions did not include questions about any individual student’s performance, but rather 
relied on the memory and experience of the interviewee, supervised students remained anonymous to 
the interviewers and the authors of the current study.

RESULTS
As mentioned above, the distribution of specialties in this study is similar to the Viennese/Austrian 
population of clinicians[52]. Thirteen of the 33 interviewed attending physicians were female, and the 
remaining 20 were male. In Table 1 we present the distribution of attending physicians in terms of their 
specialties and sex.

The “ideal patient history”
Associations of the participating attending physicians in this study can be arranged into positive 
(knowledge, ability to establish a relationship/trust, structure, accuracy and attitude/empathy; 
Figure 1) and negative ones (language barrier, lacking trust/relationship, or time, interruptions, 
incomplete) (Table 2).

“Knowledge” was the requirement most often identified in experts speaking about medical history 
taking; 24 participants mentioned knowledge. Physicians were allowed to mention themes several 
times. When counting the quotes per specialty/specialty group and correcting for the number of 
participants per group, general practitioners, pediatricians and non-surgical subspecialties (e.g., psychi-
atrists, anesthetists, etc.) scored highest, while surgical specialties, surgical subspecialties and internists 
scored lower (Table 3). No gender-specific difference was found. The theme “structure” was mentioned 
by 20 participants, often in conjunction with “knowledge”.

“Establishing a relationship” was another recurrent theme; it was found in 22 of the interviews, with 
a total of 53 quotes about it. The “ability to create trust” was mentioned in strong association with the 
attachment-related category. Most quotes on relationship-building were collected from interviews with 
non-surgical subspecialties, general surgeons, and pediatricians (Table 4). Interestingly, internists and 
surgeons from surgical subspecialties (ENT, gynecology) mentioned this ability the least often.

When asked about what they considered an ideal anamnesis, 19 attending physicians mentioned the 
health professionals’ “attitude and personality” as important, with a presumably positive impact on the 
quality of the patients’ history-taking process.

Furthermore, in 15 interviews, “empathy” was isolated as being important (21 quotes). Represent-
atives of general medicine and psychiatry often mentioned quotes relating to “attitude” and “empathy” 
in ideal history taking (Figure 2). In regards to the mention of “attitude”, we saw a minor gender-
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Table 1 Specialization and sex

Sex
Group Specialty

Female (n = 13) Male (n = 19)
Total (n =32)

Internal medicine General internal medicine; Gastroenterology; 
Cardiology 

3 4 7

Surgical specialties General surgery; Neurosurgery; Visceral surgery; 
Thoracic surgery; Vascular surgery

2 4 6

Surgical subspecialties Gynecology; ENT 1 2 3

Non-surgical subspecialties Anesthesiology; Neurology; Psychiatry 2 4 6

Pediatrics Pediatrics; Child and adolescent psychiatry 0 3 3

General medicine General medicine 5 2 7

Demographic data were assessed at the beginning of each interview for each participant via questionnaire. For one participant, the information regarding 
specialty was not available. This participant was included in the qualitative data analysis only when this information was not relevant.

Table 2 Ingredients of the “ideal medical history taking”: Identified themes

Percent n = 33

Positive associations

Knowledge 72.73 24

Relationship building: + 66.67 22

Trust: + 39.40 13

Structure 60.61 20

Precision 60.61 20

Attitude Personality 57.58 19

Empathy 45.45 15

Negative associations

Language barrier 33.33 11

Relationship building: - 48.48 16

Trust: - 15.15 5

Incomplete information gathering 27.27 9

Time pressure 30.30 10

Interruptions 18.18 6

Qualitative data analysis was carried out as explained in the method section (step model of inductive category development). Themes were extracted from 
the audiotaped interviews. The table shows the number and percentage of interviews a theme was identified within.

specific difference: 61.53% of questioned female attending physicians made quotes relating to “attitude” 
as an important tool in history taking as opposed to 55% of their male colleagues.

With respect to mentioning “empathy”, we were able to identify a robust gender-specific frequency in 
favor of female attending physicians: 61.54% of questioned female attending physicians mentioned 
“empathy” in the context of a favorable influence on history taking, whereas only 35% of male 
colleagues made similar quotes.

The opposite was true for “precision”, identified in 20 interviews (25 quotes). “Precision” was mostly 
mentioned by male physicians (70%). However, “precision” was, above all, found to be especially 
important to surgeons, with a higher percentage of males in this subgroup (66.67%).

Desirable student skills
When remembering their students’ overall performance and reflecting upon desirable characteristics in 
anamnesis taking, the importance of knowledge (69.70%, n = 23) and showing interest for the patient 
(63.64% n = 21), together with attitude (66.67%, n = 22), empathy (33.33%, n = 11), and structure (51.52%, 
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Table 3 Quotes on the importance of knowledge

% quotes n quotes n specialists n (q)/n (s)

Internal medicine 13.96 6 7 0.86

General medicine 27.90 12 7 1.71

Non-surgical subspecialties 20.93 9 6 1.50

Paediatrics 11.63 5 3 1.67

Surgical specialities 18.60 8 6 1.34

Surgical sub-specialities 6.98 3 3 1.00

Total 100 43 32

The percentage and frequency of quotes about the importance of knowledge are shown for each specialist group. Multiple statements on each theme were 
possible for each participant. It is to be noted that considering the different number of specialists in each group, the number of quotes per group alone is 
not an accurate measure of the distribution of quotes in the groups. The quotient of the number of quotes in each group per number of specialists was 
highest for general medicine, pediatricians, and non-surgical subspecialties (1.71, 1.67, and 1.50 respectively).

Table 4 Quotes on the importance of relationship establishment

% quotes n quotes n specialists n (q)/n (s)

Internal medicine 7.55 4 7 0.57

General medicine 18.87 10 7 1.43

Non-surgical subspecialties 32.08 17 6 2.83

Paediatrics 11.32 6 3 2.00

Surgical specialities 26.42 14 6 2.33

Surgical sub-specialities 3.77 2 3 0.67

Total 100 53 32

The percentage and frequency of quotes about the importance of relationship establishment are shown for each specialist group. Multiple statements on 
each theme were possible for each participant. It is to be noted that considering the different number of specialists in each group, the number of quotes per 
group alone is not an accurate measure of the distribution of quotes in the groups. The quotient of the number of quotes in each group per number of 
specialists was highest for non-surgical subspecialties, surgical specialties, and pediatricians (2.83, 2.33, and 2.00 respectively).

n = 17) were mentioned more often than experience (36.36%, n = 12).

Memories of observed skills
When asked to remember one concrete example of a student taking a medical history, health care 
professionals described empathic behavior and a positive attitude as much as they did the lack of it. 
Concerning the students’ performance, attitude and showing empathy/empathic behavior were 
included in one coding.

Positive aspects: Observed students’ interest, motivation, and engagement were remembered by 16 
attending physicians (48.48%).

Eleven of the attending physicians mentioned their students’ attitude in the context of having a 
positive impact on the quality of their respective history taking (34.38%). Three of the physicians 
mentioning attitude were female and eight were male (i.e. 23.08% of all questioned female physicians, 
and 35% of all interviewed male physicians). We identify this as a gender-specific difference. These 
observations were equally distributed among all represented specialties.

Negative aspects: When asked to remember observations perceived as unfavorable, poor precision or 
incompleteness (54.55%; n = 18), insufficient structure (due to inadequate knowledge 24.14% or failed 
clinical reasoning 15.15%) were often mentioned.

Attitude was observed to influence the medical history taking negatively by 11 (33.33%) of the 
attending physicians. No gender-specific effect was found.
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Figure 1 Theoretical conception: Ingredients of the ideal medical history taking. The figure shows theoretical conceptions about medical history 
taking only. The frequency with which a quote about a specific theme was identified in the qualitative analysis of the interviews is shown. Thus, multiple answers were 
possible for each participant.

Figure 2 Quotes about empathy and attitude. Theoretical conceptualizations about necessary features required for a student’s medical history taking were 
discussed in this part of the interview. The figure shows the frequency of quotes about empathy and attitude, identified per specialization as taken from the content 
analysis. Multiple quotes per participant and theme were possible. As mentioned in the results section, “attitude” was mentioned in 22 interviews (8 females, 14 male), 
while empathy was mentioned in 11 (6 females, 5 males).

DISCUSSION
Dimensions identified as being relevant to anamnesis-taking included “knowledge” (mentioned by 24 
participants), soft skills (“empathy”, “relationship building ability”, “trust”, “attitude”), methodical 
approach (“structuring”, “timing”, “precision”, “completeness of information-gathering”), as well as 
environmental ones (“time pressure”, “interruptions”, “language barrier”).

As the interview asked about memories of ideal anamnesis-taking, and two categories were already 
given through the structure of the questions (i.e. positive vs negative associations), we suggest that 
future research should explore the identified dimensions along a continuum ranging from “ideal” to 
“abysmal”.

One of the observations made in the present investigation was that negative associations were at first 
in timing, or more readily made by most participants when freely associating about taking an 
anamnesis. Thus, experience might lead to insight into the pitfalls of human conversations. Another 
explanation for this could be implicit bias found in the effects of supervision and quality control.
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Figure 3 Questions asked per interview. This figure shows the number of questions asked per interview, as discussed in the limitation section. Blue: Number 
of questions asked in interview 1-33. Number of available questions: 16. Number of interviews: 33.

In assessing memories and observations, due to the known link between affective loading, access-
ibility, and storage of memory contents, the categories derived from this analysis are likely to be more 
accessible to clinicians in their actual clinical environment. An interview indirectly assesses the expert’s 
ability to mentalize one’s own and others’ mental states. Overall, experts showed a reflected and 
integrated view, mentioning both positive and negative memories.

In the present qualitative analysis of interviews on memories regarding anamnesis, relationship-
building was mentioned to be an important skill, as was empathy.

Although the frequency of quotes that emphasize the importance of knowledge, attitude, and 
empathy differed among the included specialty groups (i.e. n quotes about a specific theme/n 
participants of the group), this finding must be interpreted with caution. What does it really mean if a 
theme is mentioned more than once by a given participant in a semi-structured interview? One ability 
often mentioned in conjunction with “knowledge” by the participants in this actual study was the 
ability to structure a discourse. To discuss a matter in a structured way within a limited timeframe, it 
may be sufficient to mention the importance of a specific theme once and then proceed to the next. 
However, mentioning the importance of something multiple times could also be a way of addressing 
the importance of the subject. Thus, it might be the case that observed differences between specialties do 
exist (Table 3 and Table 4). The importance of knowledge was mentioned most often by general practi-
tioners, pediatricians, and non-surgical specialties. The ability to establish a relationship was mentioned 
most often by non-surgical subspecialties, general surgeons, and pediatricians.

Integrating knowledge from different disciplines will become more challenging as scientific findings 
expand.

Interestingly, when asked to remember a concrete example of a student performing a good 
anamnesis, interest, motivation, and engagement were the main themes. Differing themes arose only 
when freely associating about theoretical history taking. Methodical issues prevailed when 
remembering a negative example (i.e. lacking precision, completeness, structure). Environmental aspects 
and explicitly pronounced relationship-building factors (besides engagement) were not mentioned in 
this context, either meaning that actual medical history taking does not usually lack these aspects, or 
that suppression impeded the memories of said aspects in contrast to when the task consisted predom-
inantly of recall and theoretical conceptualization.

Interventions aiming to enhance students’ communication skills often lack both effectiveness and 
comparative effectiveness analyses[55]; further research on this topic is needed.
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Enhancing learning, especially the accessibility of learned memory contents when related to skills and 
applied knowledge (i.e. not to recall theoretical knowledge), has been extensively investigated. Access-
ibility of attitudes from memory seems to be a function of the manner of attitude formation. With 
regards to attitude, one can distinguish the process of attitude formation, attitude accessibility, and 
attitude-behavior consistency, such that one may begin to investigate how and which specific attitudes 
affect later behavior[56]. A meta-analysis assessing factors relevant to attitude-behavior relation found 
that direct behavioral experiences produce stronger object-evaluation associations and more accessible 
attitudes. Behavior is determined by attitudes that are accessible and stable over time, and that affirm 
effects of direct experience, attitude, and confidence based on one-sided information[57].

The role of affectivity in attitude formation and its role in knowledge and skill development is 
obvious. Emotion seems to guide attention in learning and determines the availability of memory 
contents[58]. The so-called “seeking system” initiates memory and learning, as well as generating 
positive emotions, hope, expectancy, and enthusiasm[59].

The relevance of embodied empathy for learning has also been suggested[60]. Observation and 
imitation in empathic social relationships lead to the acquisition of embodied skills. A synchronization 
of intentions and movements seems to occur in empathic relationships with skilled practitioners, 
shaping the student’s perception[58]. Describing embodied knowledge is difficult, as it is not mediated 
through words alone, but rather learned through lived and shared experiences that established 
meaning.

Empathy has been classified as a basic relationship skill involving resonance and communication, and 
is especially relevant when aiming at patient-centered care[20,48,61]. An intrinsic disposition for 
empathy has been claimed and has been shown to be trainable[14-16,62-64].

Empathy levels in practitioners and therapists are quite variable. Health care professionals with high 
levels of empathy seem to be more vulnerable to stress-related mental conditions (e.g., burn 
out/exhaustion and compassion fatigue)[65-67] with a protective role of compassion satisfaction, and 
sensory processing sensitivity as a risk factor[68].

Studies assessing empathy in students often rely on self-assessment. Self-perceived empathy declines 
during medical school[18,24,36,69-72] and seems to depend on specialty choice[33,34,72], with higher 
perceived empathy in patient-oriented specialties. The decrease in empathy can be attributed to 
increased negative emotions such as stress and anxiety, which are highly dependent on context (e.g., 
workload, exposure to suffering and death, work hours, sleep deprivation) and impede empathy[18,35,
70,73,74]. With the increase of negative affects during medical formation, remembering negative 
contents is more likely to influence accessible attitude.

How physicians spend their time during their workday has been analyzed for different specialties 
with very different profiles of work tasks and emphasis on communication skills, work-related stress, 
and job satisfaction[75-77].

Analysis of empathy profiles of psychotherapists shows a four-way dependence on competence in 
perspective taking, their tendency to experience personal distress, their fantasy (i.e. their ability to 
identify with fictional characters), and their empathic concern (i.e. the ability to feel compassion towards 
a person in distress)[78]. The profiles distinguish between types that may be characterized as “average”, 
“insecure-self-absorbed”, therapists showing “empathic immersion”, and those who are “rational 
empathic”. With experience, the “rational empathy” becomes more prevalent.

A given clinician’s empathic range and flexibility seem to be modifiable independent of context; 
however, circumstances can influence them. Emergency settings, for example, have been shown to 
produce a high level of burnout frequency[79,80], which reduces predisposition for empathic behavior.

Especially interesting is the observation of students’ positive attitude and empathic behavior and 
their positive impact on the quality of history taking as perceived across all specialties, instead of merely 
mentioning attitude and empathy as important tools on a theoretical level. Physicians mentioning 
attitude and empathy in the theoretical context of ideal history taking represent predominantly general 
medicine and psychiatry, and are mainly female. The observation of the positive impact of attitude and 
empathy on actual student history taking is described mainly by male health care professionals, without 
showing any predominance of specialty. Again, accessibility of memory contents depends on the 
content’s affective links and its links to real experience[59,81,82]. Cognitive processes are influenced by 
emotions[83]: “Substantial evidence has established that emotional events are remembered more clearly, 
accurately, and for longer periods than are neutral events”[59]. Thus, contents normally less accessible 
are easier to remember when an actual experience is associated. The fact that more women mention 
attitude and empathy even when theorizing, whereas men only do so when remembering an actual 
observation, could indicate a difference in perceived value and importance of the theme, perhaps due to 
different socialization, among other things.

Observations of healthcare professionals are supported by extensive data describing the practitioners’ 
positive impact on patient health, shortening the diagnostic process[23-26].

When dealing with embodied knowledge, there may be a gap between recalled themes and the actual 
performance of practitioners, particularly as evidence shows that empathic therapists show this (socially 
desirable) behavior rather automatically, independent from their conscious intention or personality. 
However, it is to be noted that even if attitude (including empathy) is described by fully one-third of the 
questioned attending physicians as having been observed among students (with positive impact on 
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their history taking), a similar proportion of them recognize deficits in this area. Interventions 
promoting empathy and improving attitudes, including underlying processes of self-reflection and 
mentalization, could enhance the acquisition of this skill[84-88].

Attitude is particularly influenced by those more senior than us[89]. Therefore, change cannot only be 
implemented at the undergraduate-level but must also impact the postgraduate system.

Whether perspective representation or simply a sensitivity to the perspective of others is necessary 
for successful communication has been questioned; however, the importance of perspective-taking for 
systematic success is well known[90]. Forming representations of the mental and affective states of 
others determines attachment and mind-reading abilities[82]. Memory and attention processes have an 
important role in enabling communication[91,92]. Becoming sensitive to one another’s perspective can 
happen due to contextual effects, like when information is made available from priming and automatic 
recall, together with attention cueing[90]. When trying to mentalize, retrieval of memory traces that 
include or overlap with all kinds of information that is shared occurs[91]. Cues about what a person 
might already know about what she/he can see or hear (e.g., conversational common ground, 
knowledge, local routines, etc.) might be accessible. How a person perceives reality, however, might be a 
less straightforward guess to make. A modulating role for such memories in mentalizing abilities has 
been suggested. When mentalizing, whole events (real or imagined), as well as episodic memories 
linked to the target person, are remembered and become (mentally) ingrained. Thus, the content and 
quality of imagination might play a central role in more or less adequate attributions of mental states
[82].

However, using one’s own theories of mind to infer others’ intentions requires motivation and effort
[90,93]. Experiments by Lin et al[93] showed that attention-demanding secondary tasks reduce people’s 
ability to mentalize. Lower working memory capacity predicted less effective use of the theory of mind.

Thus, the everyday routine in clinical settings, what with the necessity of shiftwork, multi-tasking, as 
well as frequent interruptions, might negatively influence performance[94], learning, and accessibility of 
memory (including attitudes). Moreover, other skills not considered essential by financing bodies of 
healthcare providers may also fall by the wayside. Contemporary health finance policies might increase 
pressure to focus on higher-paying tasks, potentially incentivizing unfavorable behaviors. However, 
evidence for empathy and attitude in learning and for outcomes in healthcare already exists.

Future research into social cognition in health care should focus on the conditions that increase the 
likelihood that other perspectives are represented during conversations, counterbalance an egocentric 
perspective, and enhance behavior.

Experience-based training programs could address the gap between theoretical conceptions of the 
importance of empathy for self- and patient care, as well as improve mentalizing and emotional 
regulation, which is necessary for letting empathy guide social behavior. These interventions implement 
specific feedback mechanisms that are easy to establish in clinical contexts, such as peer-supervision, 
once the basic concept is taught[18]. Remembering, collecting, and using the information to predict what 
others think, feel, or might do depends on an individual’s cognitive abilities, context, and disposition. 
Research into the mechanism of change revealed that change most likely happens when intense and 
enduring negative affect accumulates; thus, motivation to modify views first arises, followed by a 
systemic reorganization.

Limitation
As the interviews were conducted in a semi-structured way, and open-ended questions were 
predominant, the number of questions varied between the interviews due to time constraints. Also, after 
17 interviews, one additional question was added to the initial catalog of 15 questions. No question was 
asked in every interview. For the percentage of questions asked, see Figure 3. The number of questions 
asked ranged from 6 to 14 (mean = 11.30, SD = 1.79), with an average of 4.70 questions not asked. 
However, questions overlapped in terms of their subject, as the questionnaire aimed to investigate the 
topic in depth from different viewpoints.

Inductive category development as a way of qualitative content analysis has been questioned, 
because derived definitions do not appear to be functionally justified, and practical relevance has been 
doubted[95,96]. Alternative frameworks for category formation have been recommended, suggesting 
that coding decisions should be made in accordance with the individual study at hand. However, 
regarding the current investigation (explorative design), inductive category formation was adequate in 
minimizing the possible influence of preexisting assumptions.

One should also account for possible bias arising from all interviewers being female.
Finally, our sample size was somewhat small (n = 33), as the approach was a hypothesis-generating 

one. Nevertheless, our sample might be quite representative, as the number of participants per sub-
specialty was selected according to the distribution of medical sub-specialties in Austria. However, 
depending on circumstances (e.g., clinical department differences) and socialization, conceptions of the 
importance of empathy and communication might vary.
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CONCLUSION
Our findings show that dimensions identified as being relevant to anamnesis-taking included expert 
knowledge-related skills, as well as soft skills, methodical, and environmental ones.

The analysis of interviews adds to the ongoing theoretical discussion of competency-based education 
in medicine.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
If a change should be facilitated - either in individual patients for a better health status, or society at 
large for overcoming difficult circumstances - understanding of minds, reflection and empathy is 
needed. These change processes with the mentioned ingredients should be assessed further for the long 
run.

Research motivation
Knowing one’s own mind to transform oneself is essential. Empathy is needed in the context of patient-
centered care.

Research objectives
To assess how medical students perform in their ability to provide an empathic medical history taking.

Research methods
Interviews with experienced physicians/mentors.

Research results
Differences between medical specialties are shown, but in general all physicians claim for a 
strengthening of empathy.

Research conclusions
Concise structure and an empathic attitude are necessary for the understanding of minds in order to get 
the needed information for adequate clinical reasoning and clinical decision making.

Research perspectives
Understanding of minds and mentality can be facilitated, trained and strengthened.
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